STUDENT SENATE AUTHORIZATION 2015-117

TITLE: Funding for Fellowship of Christian Athletes

AUTHOR: Senate Allocations Committee

AMOUNT: $1,206.10

Special Request for:

1. Programming (Room rental, speakers, tape, decorations) $995.00
2. Advertising (Tarp and tape, Facebook ad) $45.00
3. Copies (Fliers) $24.00
3. Food $142.10

Grand Total: $1,206.10

President: Ben Jacqmein

Active Members: 80

Purpose: The purpose of Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA) is to present the Gospel of Jesus Christ to the University of Florida campus through our relationships and fellowship with the Church. Our goals include reaching a larger portion of the campus, expanding our praise band, increasing our budget for more activities, and to advertise our organization to reach students and thrive.

Activities: FCA plans to host weekly meetings where various inspirational speakers will come and tell their life stories. They also plan to host a sports tournament to increase outreach and awareness. They plan to focus on advertisement and improvement of meetings and activities.
Proviso: This allocation will exhaust at the end of the fiscal year on July 31, 2016.
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